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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Calixto has contributed to the dictionary with 51 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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ã±oqui
" gnocchi " derogatory term to describe character, named politically for a job, which did not go but charged the same
wages.   (Argentina )

bicho verde
expression: " bug " or " green bug " It means the Argentina Navy Marine, in relation to the green color of their clothing.

bobo
The expression " bobo " in the Río de la Plata lunfardo has two meanings: heart or clock examples:-is 40 bobo died; was
died in an attack on the heart ) and the other part - nice bobo ( nice clock )

bondi
"Bondi " Word of the Río de la Plata lunfardo (Argentina, Uruguay ) and means: collective or omnibus.

burra
The word " donkey " in the Río de la Plata criminal lexico (Argentina, Uruguay ) means: safe or Bank eg boveda: " open
the donkey ".-

candado
Prison slang " padlock " meaning a jailer, guard or celador (Argentina )

capulina
In the reformatory school youth in Buenos Aires in 1950/60s use of the expression, 40, 41 slang;   " decapulina " It
meant: do or make something urtadillas, hidden or quietly, were part of a vocabulary prison quasi of the reformatory
school of that time, I never knew as appeared but usabamos inmates at that time.

caranchar
caranchar of mesopotamia Argentina, accion eat fish directly, a tray located in the center of the table

catrera
catrera 40 River Plate lunfardo Word;Argentina, Uruguay ) that refers to the bed.

chabon
The word " chabon " or " chabona " It is a slang reference to indicate male or female in a derogatory manner, (Argentina,
Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile ).-

chupi
Chupi Word lunfardo, Argentine and Uruguayan and means: drink alcoholic of any nature.

cierva
cierva rioplatense barroom and derogatory expression (Argentina, Uruguay 41, for the woman, who works as a maid in
private homes.



cinco
In the argot of the Argentina Federal Police, five means " 34 Commissioner; This respondia that until 1980, announcing
the entrance to the Commissioner of the head of the same, with 5 ( five ) idem out timbres.

cobani
the expression " 34 cobani; in the Río de la Plata criminal argot, (Argentina, Uruguay ) refierese in a derogatory way to
police.

corchazo
In the prison vocabulary word " I corchazo " means: shot from a firearm e.g.: hit you a pair of corchazos (Federal Capital
and greater Buenos Aires, Argentina )

coreano
The word " Korean " It was a popular Buenos Aires 40 expression;Argentina ) the Decade of 1960 and it was referring to
young people from 20 years that debian comply with the compulsory military service in the Argentina Federal Police.

cote
the expression " of cote " used in reformatories and prisons, in the decades of 1950/60, mean actions with very short, as
a whole word or prison slang meanings and corresponds to the action: look side or " junar " from the side.

cuetazo
" cuetazo " River plate, criminal slang (Argentina, Uruguay ) What gun shot.

del palo
Police and criminal slang " the stick " means: delinquent akin to something or expert of something or that is dedicated to
this task, Argentina

fato
The Río de la Plata lunfardo (Argentina, Uruguay )  " fato " means meeting or appointment, with the opposite gender eg:
" I a fato for tomorrow " also used as: in fact walk? in that thing you are, ( 50/60 and 70 41 decades; Today almost in
disuse.

ganchos
In the Río de la Plata police slang (Argentina, 41 Uruguay; laaccion-" 34 hooks; It is to place handcuffs to an offender or
prevented

garron
The expression " garron " or " eat a garron " Río de la Plata prison slang, Argentino-Uruguayo is being accused of
something, I do not.

gaviota
Navy Argentina expression 34 sailor slang; 34 Gull; It means sailor.

gorra



Criminal slang word " Cap " means: police, e.g.:-comes the CAP! or - sos Cap vos?   40, 41, argentina;

grata
In police slang, (Police Federal Argentina ) the word " pleasant " means: criminal, thief, or outside the law, as also: "
graterio " Group of criminals or place where they live, also " grataje " a very derogatory manner define group of
criminals.

guasca
The expression " guasca " in the Río de la Plata lunfardo, (Argentina and Uruguay ) It meant in the decades of 1950/60
sperm.

lancha
the word 34, boat " in Buenos Aires lunfardo (Argentina ) he meant, vehicle patrol or police.

logi
the word " logi " in the lupanar meaning: fool, idiot, of little lights, like thus also: victim of a rogue ex: " grip it the " logi "
and get you all "   (Argentina )

merca
Police and criminal slang, the expression " " it markets means: cocaine or drug (Argentina )

orín
In the Río de la Plata criminal argot, (Argentina, Uruguay )  " 0rin " means: Gold

partuza
Lunfardo " partuza " means: output or encounter with woman or women.   (Argentina )

pirarse
The expression " pirar " Río de la Plata prison slang Argentino-Uruguayo 1960/70 meant escape.

pirovar
" pirovar " expression of lunfardo 40 River plate, argentina and 41 Uruguay; E.g.:-I was pirovando i.e. had a sexual
relationship

poronga
The expression " forros " is a rioplatense slang (Argentina, Uruguay ) It refers to the virile male member, also this
expression is used in the criminal term in reference to person of respect among their peers or capo prison Pavilion.

potra
In the slang Argentino-Uruguayo rioplatense citizen, filly means: beautiful woman

punto
34, point " in slang, rioplatense (Argentina, Uruguay ) person a victim of abuse, eg. -do point or criminal language: Mark



to the point, is to point to a future victim of robbery or theft, or person outside your environment eg:-who is the point of
this?

sardo
Police slang " Sardinian " means, Sergeant (Police Federal Argentina )

sarpar
The word " sarpar " or " sarparse " in slang or language, institutes prison lupanar step to be used by youth as expression
of:-not overdo or you pasastes, in reference to not save the respect due to someone else.

seca
" dry " Río de la Plata prison slang (Argentina, Uruguay ) It is the event to bind a puff of cigarette, eg:-give me a dry.

taqueria
the expression " taqueria " River Plate popular expression, (Argentina, Urugual ) in reference to Commissioner...

taquero
the word " taquero " belongs to the Río de la Plata lunfardo, (Argentina, Uruguay ) and refierese to the Police
Commissioner hierarchy.

tarasca
In the Río de la Plata criminal argot (Argentina, Uruguay )   " tarascan " means money, ex-where you got the tarascan?
= where you got the silver?

tarupido
The meaning of the word " tarupido " It is little list person, slow entendederas.

tordo
40 River Plate popular expression;Argentina, Uruguay ) in reference to doctor and or a lawyer.

traba
Police and criminal slang " trava " means: homosexual who practices prostitution in via publica, travestido of prostitute
women.   (Argentina )

transa
" trades " the modern criminal Word, and means one who sells small quantities of drugs.   (Argentina )

treta
Tajo derogatory word meaning woman (Argentina 1970/80 )

trolo
" trolo " Gay Slang rioplatense (Argentina, Uruguay )



tubo
the tube in police slang word meaning Dungeon, expression very common in the Decade of the 70s and 80s in the
Commissioners of the Federal Capital and Buenos Aires, Argentina

violin
the exprexion " 34 violin; in the Río de la Plata prison slang, Argentino-Uruguayo means violator.

viyuya
the expression " biyuya " in the Argentino-Uruguayo rioplatense lunfardo, meant in the decades 1950/60 money.


